
Sharing 

There is no day without sharing in our life. The most of people share on facebook their notes 

or photos of adventures they enjoied. But sharing is not about social websites only. 

Everyday we share a place of living on this Planet. It is the first example of interpretation. Our 

existence is connected with thought of personal identity. We can say who we are by it. When 

we are owners of some objects we use, we leave there marks of ownselve hands. Theese 

marks are medium of memory. We are making a message for next generations. It is 

interpretation too. It includes charakteristics of our culture. People in the future would know 

some importances about our habits. 

Nowadays we share a knowing from history.  We have got some informations and now we try 

to connect them together. Researches bring results and theese results mean answers on 

questions about people in history. Results are usefull for next steps in the present. So sharing 

happens through time.  

If we do some activities with others we share our reasons, ideas, feelings and so on. It can  

be the other way of interpretation. 

We share by facial expressions and clothes we wear. Visual representation makes a part   

of personal interpretation. 

 

It is very important to be carefull about some dangers of sharing. We should not share secrets 

about our professional and personal life and we should keep private informations  

of institutions. It works like an immunite system in opposite with robbers and types  

of manipulative influences like business competitions or personal concurence. A huge  

of shared informations make a noise. So we should be carefull about its relevance. 

If we tell to somebody about our Impressions, if we sit in the train or if we only walk  

the street, we share. 
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